
August 13, 2009 — 8:30 to 11:30 a.m., only

The following procedures are to be followed for scoring answer papers for the
Examination In Geometry. More detailed Information Is provided In the

Information Booklet for Scoring the Regents Examination in Geometry.
Use only red ink or red pencil in Regents papers. Do not to correct the

work by or changes of any kind. Use check to Indicate

Unless otherwise specified, mathematically correct variations In the will be
Units not be given when the wording of the questions allows such.omissions.

Is to be scored by a minimum teachers.
On the of the answer sheet, In, the boxes

to the they have scored also write their In the box the
"Rater's/Scorer's Name." ; .

should record the student's scores for all questions the total raw score on the
sheet. Then the student's total raw be converted to a

score by the. conversion chart that will be posted on the Department's web site
://www.emsc.nysed.gov/osa/ on Thursday, August 13, 2009. The student's scaled score

be In the box provided on the student's answer The score
is the student's final examination score.



GEOMETRY - continued

Allow a of 56 2 for of the following. Allow credit If the
the of the 1,2,3, or 4.
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GEOMETRY - continued

For question, use the criteria to a of two credits. Unless
specified, correct alternative solutions be appropriate

-4 Qft/1 QT\1'\tWt*\'t""l €lf"iP* "$!//liT"!/"" 1C Orl/'Yl'XmJ, dllti ctppIOpIldlC WUIK IS SI1OWII.
^ JL JL JL

is shown, but one is

work Is shown, but one Is

[1] 3, but no work Is shown.

[01 A Is completely Incorrect, Irrelevant, or or Is a
«- -$ -i_ JL. */ -^ s

correct obtained by an obviously procedure.

(30) [2] 2016, work Is shown.

[1] Is shown, but one Is

work Is shown, but one is

2016, but no work is shown. ';

A Is completely Incorrect, Irrelevant, or Incoherent:or is a
correct was by an obviously procedure.



- continued

2+ 5 = -»- (x - 6) or an equivalent equation, work is

shown.

Appropriate is shown, but one is
JL JL JL -/ JL

is shown, but one is

2+ 5 = — (x - 6) or an equivalent linear but no is shown.
3

A is completely incorrect, irrelevant, or or is a
was obtained by an obviously procedure.

(32) [2] A is drawn showing all the angle
is

[1] All are drawn, but the is not drawn.

Appropriate is shown, but one construction is made, such as, not
the of the original to show of of

the arc. . , :
 : ,

A i s no t an construction i s shown.. • • , ,

A is completely incorrect, irrelevant, or incoherent or is a
was obtained by an obviously procedure.

[5]



(33) [2126, Is shown.
x x is_ -M x J L JL. J L

i i I A 't*^T*%t*OTIT>1 Clf'iP' l"S7f\T'l/" 1C CJIrlOi!~A7irt "oi'li" r\"fl f& /1*(f\Tt*l'l̂ %ni"€si"1/"\TI d I #r*T*t"* l̂T' 1C TTldOP1

I JL I /\ppIUplld.LC WUIK. lo bllUWll. UUL UI1C C/UlllpULclllUllal CllUl 15 llld.U.C.
L -I JL JL X ^ JL

A: + 3x + Sx - 54 = 180 or an
Is

•~or\t*t™£3i^

[1] 26, but no Is shown.

A Is completely Incorrect
JL JL ta»

!r¥\7 O"floy ail
or

^

or s a

O"M 0 1̂ 1*4 T*iHkt^lT*1 O"t"#^all apprOpIldlt/
,1. A JL

shown, as a
1C1 mi Tt^f\Ib HlVt/11.

f 1] Is shown, but one Is
*- -* A -a- A -^ A

fl] work Is shown, but one Is
™~ -«» JL A -E- -^ ,̂

but no work Is shown, no justification Is given.

IS
iT8r\TT'Pk/^'i" f^oTTir^'no^ i~ricii" H7CIC OtTKi'ctiTi<p>/i Fi\7 CJTI r\r%\7iiT\nc!li,7 i"nr»ipit*FiPirsi" f"%t'W's'iP>/iTiTP>i/UllCL'l ICopUllbC Hid.I Wcio UUlalllCU uy all OUVlUUhiy lllLUllCvl plUvt/QUlC.

-S. IB/ « / _ & , ' -
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GEOMETRY - continued

For use the specific criteria to award a of four credits. Unless
correct alternative solutions be

credit.

(35) [4] y + 2 = — (x - 3) or an equivalent work is

[3] is shown, but one or is

[3] The and midpoint of the and the of the
are found, but no or an equation

Is

Is shown, but two or or
are

[2] Is but one

[2] work Is shown to find the midpoint of .the
but no work Is shown. ; I • . ;

Is to find the of the
the of the bisector., but no work is

[1] work is shown, but one one
or are

[1] Is to the or of the
but no correct work Is shown.

2= — (x - 3) or an linear but no work Is shown.
v^f

] A Is completely Incorrect, or or Is a
by an obviously

[7]



GEOMETRY - continued '

(36) [4] loci are drawn correctly, the of are

[3] loci are correctly, but only two of are

loci are drawn, but one graphing error is but
of are labeled.

[2] loci are correctly, but the points of are not
or are incorrectly.

loci are drawn, but two or more are made, but
points of intersection are labeled.

[2] loci are drawn, but one conceptual error is but
of are labeled.

[1] One locus is correctly, but no further correct work is shown.

Xs are appropriately, but no loci are drawn.

A is completely incorrect, irrelevant, or incoherent or is a
JL JL «/ y •/ • , . '

was obtained by an obviously incorrect procedure.-• , ,

[8]



-

(37) [4] £>'(-!, 1), £'(-1,5), G'(-4,5), and are and
correctly, an justification is as

or all

[3] Is shown, but one or
is

[3] Is but no justification Is

[3] Is shown, but the are not or are
Incorrectly.

[2] Is shown, but one or
is no justification Is given.

or

[2] is shown, but two or or
are

[2] Is shown, but one is-made.

[2] are correctly, but no correct
work Is . ; , • . ;

[1] Is shown, but one one. , ' .
or are ; ; , ' •

o r , ' , ' • . . '

[1] are correctly, but no work Is shown.

[1] Df(-l,l), E\~-l,5), Gf(-4,5), but no work is |

[§] A Is completely incorrect, or or Is a
by an obviously procedure.

[9]



- continued

Part IV

For use the specific criteria to award a of six Unless
correct alternative be

[6] A and proof a Is

[5] A Is a of the
of proof no but one or

is or Is incorrect.

[4] A proof Is a of the
of no conceptual errors, but two or
are or are incorrect.

[3] A is a of the method
of proof, but one conceptual error is made.

= ACED is proven, but no Is

A proof Is a of proof, but one
Is and one or Is or Is : ; •

[2] the proof are but three or
or are or are ';

[1] Only one are ; -

The "given" the "prove" are In the style of a
but no further correct relevant are written. ,

A Is completely Incorrect, or or is a
JL JL «/ ^ ^

by an obviously

[10]
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process. The provides an online evaluation for It

for to respond to several specific to suggestions.
for the evaluation form are as follows:

1 . Go to , n ^ ^

2. Select the test title.

3. Complete the required demographic fields.

4. Complete evaluation question provide In the provided,

5. Click the SUBMIT at the bottom of the to the form.
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